Napoleon Entertains at Montebello
there w.ere no grave cause, was she so indiscreet? Why
did she show so little consideration for him?
But there was work ahead. So he sat down at his desk
in the cabinet.
It was a pretty thing of delicate French marquetry
for which he did not particularly care. Still, it never mat-
tered on what he wrote; a rock or a knapsack would do.
The desk had been placed there with other furniture of
the same period to brighten the grim Lombard setting
for Josephine's arrival, though in its fragility it should
have groaned under the invisible wires which stretched
from it to the armies of Italy, the sea-coast, Paris, Bel-
gium, Austria, *and the Rhine. At it he was the chess-
player, sitting blindfolded and playing on many boards,
keeping myriad combinations in his head.
There was Genoa, for instance, out of which and its
environs he had just made the Republic of Liguria. There
English ships rode in the harbor; English agents were
busy with intrigue in the capital. And his own were mov-
ing everywhere, offsetting the foe, and meantime leaving
a pinch here, a pinch there, of the yeast of republicanism.
Faypault was in charge, watching out for him; but at a
distance of a hundred leagues he must watch Faypault
and also check the moves of each of his assistants. If
only he could have multiplied himself a few times!
In Venice there had been more trouble. There, too, his
men had circulated, spreading the yeast of republicanism
and the fire of rebellion against the doges. This time the
yeast had fermented all too well. The reactionaries, who
had no taste for the wholesome bread of freedom, had
risen in the night, murdered three hundred of his soldiers,
as they walked peacefully through the streets, then
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